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Newton on ' Fossil Birds.' * -- This is a brief sm'vev oF our present 
knowledge offossilbirds, the subject being treated in outline. it is, how- 
ever, an important and instructive summary of the subject, presented by 
an eminent authority. As indicated by the title, it formed one of the long 
series of important papers read at the Second International Congress held 
last year at Budapest.--J. A. A. 

Sclater on the Geographical Distribution of Birds.t- In this paper of 
some thirty-five pages, Dr. Sclater has summarized the recent progress in 
our knowledge of tbe geographical distribution of birds, the period cov- 
ered being mainly the interval since tire publication of his well-known 
address on Geographical Zo61ogy delivered before the Biological Section 
of the British Association at its meeting at Belfast in •875. tie briefly re- 
states, with some qualifications, his views then and previously set forth, 
respecting the principal faunal regions and subregions of the earth's sur- 
face, based on a study of the geographical distribution of birds, and notes, 
•asst'm, the leading recent authorities upon their ornithology. This is 
followed by an appendix of eight pages, in which are given the titles of 
the principal publications referred to, x25in number. This list, with that 
contained in his British Association Address, forms a most convenient 
and useful guide to the more important works and papers bearing on the 
special subject here treated. 

As is well known, Dr. Sclater's division of the earth's surfitce into six 

prima D, ontological divisions ofco6rdinate valt, e has been the subject of 
criticism from many sources; yet, while practically admitting that some 
other method of division might prove more in accordance with facts, he 
expresses himself as in the •nain, "after more than thirty-five years close 
attention to the subject," well satisfied with his own system, and believes 
(xvith Wallace, whose adoption of his principal regions he "points out 
with pride") that, in the words of Mr. Wallace• "in geographical equalit3, , 
compactness of area, and facility or' definition, they are beyond all compari- 
son better than any others that have yet been proposed for the purpose of 
facilitating the study of geographical distribution"--as though "practical 
convenience," instead of the facts of distribution, we•'e to be the deciding 
test in t:avor of this or that author's scheme! Thus, as Dr. Sclater 

says, many writers on zo6-geography have treated his "Neareric Region 
as merely a piece of the Painearctic," and he admits that "there are, no 
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